
Abstract. The sum-frequency generation involving two infra-
red laser quanta and a single visible-range laser quantum is
a four-wave mixing process that is virtually not used in
practice. Nevertheless, this process provides an extremely
high selectivity with respect to the Q-branch of the two-
photon vibrational transition in molecules. We explore here
two publications: one that is more than thirty years old, and
another that appeared in 2018, to show broad potential applica-
tions of themethod. The objective reasons why this potential has
not been used so far are discussed.
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1. Introduction

A recently published article [1] announced the presentation of
a new spectroscopic technique for attaining efficient low-
background coherent Raman scattering. The title of the
paper, ``Two-photon infrared resonance can enhance coher-
ent Raman scattering,'' clarifies the essence of the method. Its
publication in Physical Review Letters can be regarded as a
very important event in spectroscopy. On the whole, we share
this opinion although emphasizing that the novelty of the
method allows exaggeration, because the scheme of experi-
ment [1] does not, in principle, differ from the generally
known four-wave mixing with two intermediate resonances

(quasiresonances) (see, for instance, review [2]). Nevertheless,
we wish to demonstrate in the present article the uniqueness
and utility for molecular spectroscopy of some variants of the
approach employed in Ref. [1], including one verified long
ago.

There are several four-wave processes having found
application in spectroscopy and in studying various physical
phenomena. Figure 1 presents energy diagrams of two such
processes. One is a well-known method of coherent anti-
Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) spectroscopy.1 Its various
applications are discussed in many reviews, too numerous to
mention here. The other is third-harmonic generation. Some
publications report application of this process for nonlinear
frequency conversion [5, 6], the spectroscopy of multiphoton
resonances [7], and investigations into the infrared (IR)
multiphoton excitation of molecules [8]. The necessary and
sufficient condition for observation of directed coherent
radiation in these processes is the fulfilment of the laws of
energy and momentum conservation in a medium.2

In the foregoing, citation was limited only to those studies
of third-harmonic generation that were known by the time of
publication of Ref. [12] reporting a detailed investigation of
the variant of four-wave mixing, the subject matter of the
present article. This variant (Fig. 2a) deals with a sum-
frequency generation

osum � 2oir � ovis ; �1�
where frequency oir lies in the region of the fundamental
vibrational absorption band, and frequency ovis is in the
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1 In the very first monograph [3] that followed review [2], CARS was

regarded as a variant of active Raman scattering spectroscopy (ARS) (see

also the chapter written by Sergey Aleksandrovich Akhmanov in mono-

graph [4] edited by the Nobel Prize laureate in Physics 1981 Nicolaas

Bloembergen anddedicated to thememory ofRemViktorovichKhokhlov).
2 For completeness, it is appropriate to mention `degenerate' schemes of

four-wave mixing in which the frequency of the generated photon coincides

with the frequencies of the input photons. Such schemes comprise, in

particular, the photon echo [9], phase conjugation [10] and spectroscopy in

separated optical fields [11].
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visible range. It is easy to see that third-harmonic generation
(Fig. 1b) is a special case of process (1) discussed in some
earlier papers. For example, Ref. [13] presents a calculation of
nonlinear cubic susceptibility w�3� responsible for sum-
frequency generation for the HCl molecule; Ref. [14] deals
with spectroscopic aspects of the process, and Refs [15, 16]
report the first experimental observations. Reference [12]
discusses a more or less systematic study demonstrating and
explaining very high spectral selectivity of a number of
molecules with respect to the Q-branch of the two-photon
transition (in comparison with that in the case of the wide
PQR-structure of the single-photon absorption band). More-
over, the paper contains a theoretical prediction of the
possibility of observing an abnormally narrow peak inside
the Q-branch.3

We were unaware of any further attempts to involve this
process for molecular vibrational spectroscopy 4 till the
appearance of Ref. [1]. They seem to have remained equally
unknown to the authors of paper [1], who cited neither studies
published after 1986 nor Refs [12±15]. Formally, experiment
[1] was designed to study the same process (1). However, there
is a significant difference from the scheme presented inFig. 2a,
where intermediate resonance (quasiresonance) for two-
photon transition was associated with the one-photon
transition in the same vibrational mode of the molecule. In
the new case [1] (Fig. 2b), the final state of the two-photon
transition represents the singly excited state of the mode
active with respect to Raman scattering (RS) (Raman-active
mode), while the intermediate quasiresonance transition is
related to the singly excited state of another (IR-active) mode
having a frequency accidentally close to the one-photon
resonance.

The difference between the schemes of processes inRefs [1,
12] is of significance from both the standpoint of implementa-
tion and spectroscopic applications. Peculiar features of these
schemes are considered in Sections 2 and 3.

2. Two-photon resonance spectroscopy
of infrared-active vibrational
transitions of molecules

2.1 Universal properties and general patterns
Sum-frequency generation (1) is especially efficient in the case
of simultaneous application of two laser pulses to a gaseous
medium: one with frequency oir in the IR range in the region
of the IR-active vibrational mode of the molecule, and the
other with frequency ovis in the visible range. This process
was thoroughly investigated first in experiment [12] for four
molecules: SF6, BCl3, CF3I, and CF3Br. The source of IR
radiation was a CO2-laser with discrete frequency tuning in
the 9.6- and 10.6-mm ranges, and with the typical distance
between lines in different bands and/or generation branches
of 1.2±1.3 cmÿ1. The second harmonic of an Nd:YAG laser
(532 nm) served as the source of visible radiation. Because the
widths of Q-branches 5 in the linear absorption spectra at
room temperature were on the order of 1±1.5 cmÿ1, at least
one line of the CO2-laser fell in the Q-branch region of the
two-photon transition, i.e., in the state with double excitation
of the resonance mode.6 The experiment measured a signal at
the sum frequency osum (1); the signal abruptly increased to
the maximum value when frequency oir most closely coin-
cided with the two-photon transition frequency:

oir � 1

2
o20 � o10 � x ; �2�

where subscripts denote vibrational quantum numbers, and
x is the anharmonic constant of the resonance mode (usually
negative). The results of measurements are reported in
Ref. [12]. They will be presented below for one of the
molecules, CF3Br, together with the calculations also made
by the same authors using spectroscopic constants reliably
known at that time.

In the framework of the perturbation theory, signal
intensity for process (1) is expressed as

Isum / I 2irIvisL
2N 2

��w �3��ÿosum;ovis;oir;oir�
��2 ; �3�
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Figure 1. Two popular four-wave mixing schemes. Solid lines show acting

wave frequencies, and the dashed line denotes the generated wave

frequency. (a) CARS: as a rule, there is a single resonance in this process;

therefore, the so-called nonresonant background may prove to be of

importance (see discussion at the end of Section 2.1). CARS is employed as

a variant of RS spectroscopy to measure characteristics of this resonance

by tuning frequencyo2. (b) Third-harmonic generation is most frequently

used for frequency conversion; intermediate resonances (quasiresonances)

are able to enhance this process.

3 It was not realized in experiment because of the lack of a continuously

turnable laser.
4 For example, detailed review [17] published in 1999 contained no

references to process (1).
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Figure 2.Two variants of two-photonmolecular vibrational spectroscopy.

(a) Two-photon resonance is tuned to the first overtone of the IR-active

mode. Intermediate quasiresonance state is the state of the samemodewith

occupation number equal to unity. (b) Two-photon resonance is tuned to

fundamental transition in the RS-active mode. The intermediate quasi-

resonance state may be the first excited state of another, IR-active, mode.

5 Q-branch is the aggregate of lines corresponding to vibrational-rotational

transitions in molecules without a change of rotational quantum numbers.
6 The two-photon resonance frequency is shifted a few wave numbers

relative to the frequency of a one-photon resonance due to anharmonism.
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where Iir, Ivis are the IR and optical radiation intensities,
respectively, L is the medium length, N is the molecule
concentration, and w �3� is the cubic nonlinear susceptibility
in standard notations (see, for instance, Ref. [3]). Quantity
w �3� is computed taking account of the Boltzmann distribu-
tion over vibrational±rotational levels, with the resonant in
the IR-field part alone being essential:

w �3� � w �3�res �
X
v

nv
X
j

nj
X
D

~w �3�v jD ; �4�

where nv is the relative population of the respective vibra-
tional level, nj is the relative population of the rotational
sublevel, and the subscript D implies summation over
different two-photon excitation channels (there are 9 such
channels for the parallel band of symmetrical top molecules
(Fig. 3)). Quantity

~w �3�v jD /
d01d12
d10d20

a20b20 �5�

defines resonant cubic nonlinear susceptibility for a separate
three-level system j0iÿj1iÿj2i, shown in Fig. 3 with proper
notations. The presence of two resonant factors in the
denominator of the right-hand side of expression (5),
namely, frequency detuning d10 from one-photon resonance
and detuning d20 from two-photon resonance, makes the
perturbation theory inapplicable for certain transitions
when either F010jd10j or F01F120jd10d20j, where quantities
Fi j � di jEir=�2�h� are proportional to the amplitude of the
strength of electrical component Eir of the laser IR wave.7

Going beyond the scope of the perturbation theory is effected

by substitution �2p=�c�h�2� Iir~w �3�v jD ! r02 in formulas (3)±(5),
where r02 is the off-diagonal element of the density matrix
describing IR field-induced polarization at the j0iÿj2i
transition; hence, the following expression for the signal
intensity of interest can be used:

Isum � CjAj2 ; A �
X
v

nv
X
j

nj
X
D

r02b20 ; �6�

where factor L 2N 2, the intensity of visible radiation Ivis, and
the vibrational component of Raman polarizability a20 are
included in constant C. The nontrivial part of the Isum
intensity calculation is the calculation of quantities
r02�d10; d20;F01;F02� for each member of the sum in formula
(6) with d and F that, in turn, depend in some way on the
quantum numbers of the respective states. The most impor-
tant case is that in which parameters F of interaction between
a molecule and the IR field essentially exceed the collisional
width of vibrational±rotational lines. For this case, Ref. [12]
offers the stationary solution of equations for the density
matrix of a three-level system, leading to the expression

r02�F01F12

�
d10d20�d10 ÿ d20�2��d10 ÿ d20��d10 � 2d20�F 2
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This theoretical description was applied to the CF3Br gas.
IR radiation is in quasiresonance with the mode n1 of the
molecule. All important issues, such as the isotope composi-
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Figure 3.Channels to fromRaman polarizability at the overtone of the symmetrical top molecule parallel band as a result of interaction with the IR field.

All possible channels are shown on the left side of the figure. (For the initial state jv � 0i: JÐtotal angular momentum, KÐprojection of J on the

molecule symmetry axis. It is assumed that IR radiation is linearly polarized;MÐprojection of J on the polarization axis.) Right part of the figure shows

an individual channel together with functional dependences schematically indicated by thin arrows. Notations are as follows: a20 Ðvibrational

component of polarizability (tensor), b20 Ð rotational part of Raman polarizability, d01, d12 Ðdipole moments, and d10 � oir ÿ o10, d20 �
2oir ÿ o10 ÿ o21.

7 Transition dipole moments are expressed as the product of vibrational

(dvib) and rotational factors. Vibrational factors of the second and first

transitions are related as
���
2
p

(oscillator law). Rotational factors depend in

a certain way on the branch and three rotational quantum numbers [18].
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tion (in terms of bromine atoms), the choice of parameters in
accordance with the experimental conditions, spectroscopic
constants of the molecule, and the contribution from
rotational components of dipole moments and Raman
polarizability to the amplitudes of different channels, are
described in Ref. [12]. A comparison of theoretical and
experimental data for seven lines of the CO2-laser is
presented in Fig. 4a. The high sensitivity of the signal to the
tuning of frequency oir to the Q-branch of the two-photon
transition observed in experiment is in excellent agreement
with the theory.

The extreme difference between this dependence and the
linear absorption spectrum presented in Fig. 4b should be
emphasized. It has nothing in common with the funda-
mental band structure consisting not only of relatively
narrow Q-branches of vibrational±rotational transitions
from the ground and the first excited states of the lowest-
frequency (doubly degenerate) mode n6 � 300 cmÿ1, but also
of the not fully shown in the figure wide P-branch (DJ � ÿ1)
and R-branch (DJ � �1) integral absorption in which is
practically the same as in the Q-branch. There are two
reasons for such behavior. First, the spectrum practically
lacks what is called `nonresonant background' in four-wave
mixing spectroscopy (e.g., as regards CARS) due to the
presence of two quasiresonant transitions, i.e., relatively
small frequency detunings d10 and d20 from one- and two-
photon resonances [see explanation for formula (5)]. Second,

rotational factors of products d01d02b20 [see the diagram in
Fig. 3 and formula (5)] dominate in three channels (those
leading to two-photon transitions without a change in J (see
Table 1 for relevant estimates and necessary comments).

To conclude this section, it is worthwhile to note the
potentially important result presented in Fig. 4. As is known,
applications of molecular spectroscopy to the analysis of
molecular gases and their mixtures are based on the use of
reference lines for individual molecules in IR and RS spectra.
These are vibrational frequencies in low-resolution spectro-
scopy, and a full set of vibrational±rotational lines in different
rotational branches in high-resolution spectroscopy. The
overlap of vibrational bands of different mixture compo-
nents inevitably makes difficult an analysis not infrequently
involving the search for correlations in the measured
spectrum [19].

It follows from the aforesaid that the spectroscopic
technique that would yield, say, one line strongly distin-
guished in terms of intensity for each individual molecule
within a vibrational band, could be very useful. The sum-
frequency generation process with intermediate two-photon
resonance has the desired spectral properties (at least for
parallel bands of symmetrical top molecules). A thought
experiment can be imagined in which broad-band IR
radiation, e.g., produced by a parametric generator, is used
together with narrow-band visible radiation utilized, in
particular, for its pumping. Then, the spectrum of sum-
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Figure 4. (a) Dependence of signal intensity Isum at frequency osum �
2oir � ovis on IR-radiation frequency oir in the n1 band of the CF3Br

molecule. Experimental (squares) and theoretical (dots) data are shown

with F � dvibEir=�2
���
3
p

�h� � 0:1 cmÿ1 corresponding to experiment [12].

(b) Linear IR absorption spectrum at 300 K taken with a resolution of

0.1 cmÿ1. Arrow indicates the position of the blue edge of the Q-branch of

two-photon absorption for CF3
81Br (molecular content of 49.3%);

isotopic shift for a lighter CF3
79Br molecule (50.7%) is 0.24 cmÿ1.

Table 1.Contribution from rotational constituents of dipole moments and
Raman polarizability to the amplitudes of different channels in four-wave
frequency mixing osum � 2oir � ovis for the parallel band of a symme-
trical top molecule.*

Parallel polarizations of IR and visible radiation

Channel K-dependence**
with averaging overM

Averaging***
over K

PP, RR �1=30� �J 2 ÿ K 2�2=J 4 4/225

PQ, QP, QR, RQ �1=15��J 2 ÿ K 2�K 2=J 4 2/225

PR, RP �1=30��2ÿ 3K 2=J 2 � K 4=J 4� 9/225

QQ �1=15��K 2=J 2 � 2K 4=J 4� 11/225

Perpendicular polarizations of IR
and visible radiation****

Channel K-dependence**
in averaging overM

Averaging***
over K

PP, RR ÿ�1=60��J 2 ÿ K 2�2=J 4 ÿ2/225

PQ, QP, QR, RQ ÿ�1=30��J 2 ÿ K 2�K 2=J 4 ÿ1/225

PR, RP �1=60��3ÿ 2K 2=J 2 ÿ K 4=J 4� 8/225

QQ �1=15��2K 2=J 2 ÿ K 4=J 4� 7/225

*Estimates for J;K4 1with regard for the principalmembers alone.
The data are presented only for the parallel constituent of vibrational
Raman polarizability a20 predominant in the case ofCF3Br (see Ref. [12]
for details).
** Normalization complies with the standard formulas for rotational

components of transition dipole moments [18].
*** Rough estimate disregarding different populations of K-sublevels

and K-dependence of d10 and d20 detunings.
**** This optimal experimental scheme with j � 90� is realized in
Ref. [12] (see Fig. 3).
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frequency generation will contain a narrow line at frequency
o20 � ovis in the case of a single-component gas or several
lines in the case of a multi-component gas, the lines being
readily resolved even if the linear absorption spectra of
different components overlap.

However, whenever two isotopic modifications are pres-
ent in the mixture, as in the case of CF3Br, the possibility
of their separate detection is dubious. It will be shown in
Section 2.3 that the line R(24) of a CO2-laser does not fall on
the actual maximum of dependence Isum�oir�; in fact, the
spectrum turns to be much narrower than can be expected:
even the CF3

79Br and CF3
81Br lines spaced only 0.24 cmÿ1

apart, i.e., less than the Q-branch width, can be resolved.

2.2 Extremely narrow resonance inside
the Q-branch of two-photon transition
in the parallel band of symmetrical top molecule
The theoretical approach applied not only to discrete
CO2-laser frequencies, predicts [12] that continuous fre-
quency tuning would give rise to two extremely sharp peaks
approximately 0.08 cmÿ1 and 0.16 cmÿ1 apart from the R(24)
line of the CO2-laser towards the red and blue sides,
respectively (for two isotopic modifications, CF3

81Br and
CF3

79Br, respectively), with the signal amplitude exceeding
roughly by one order of magnitude that in experiment
(see Fig. 5 presenting results of calculations for the
monoisotopic CF3

81Br gas). Let us consider the Isum�oir�
dependence in the Q-branch of the two-photon transition to
better understand the cause of the effect. The main
contribution to the signal in this frequency region comes
from three channels: PR �J! Jÿ 1! J �, QQ �J! J! J �,
and RP �J! J� 1! J �. Ignoring, for simplicity, the

K-dependences of d10 and d20 leads for all three channels to

d20 � 2oir ÿ 2nÿ 2x� �B0 ÿ B2� J�J� 1� ; �8�

where n is the vibrational frequency, x < 0 is the spectro-
scopic anharmonic constant, andB0 andB2 are the rotational
constants in the jv � 0i and jv � 2i states, respectively.
Detunings d10 for various channels differ:

dPR
10 � oir ÿ n� 2B0J� �B0 ÿ B1� J�Jÿ 1� ;

dQQ
10 � oir ÿ n� �B0 ÿ B1� J�J� 1� ; �9�

dRP
10 � oir ÿ nÿ 2B0�J� 1� � �B0 ÿ B1��J� 1��J� 2� ;

where B1 is the rotational constant in the jv � 1i state. It
follows from Eqn (9) that in the QQ- and RP-channels at
oir ' n� x (Q-branch of two-photon transition) one finds
d10 < 0 for all J, because jB0 ÿ B1j5B0. Using formula (5) for
orientation helps in understanding that the resonant in d20
part of summation in formula (4) must not play an important
role, because contributions to formula (5) from the levels with
positive and negative d20 are compensated for near resonance.
The most important thing for sum (4) is contour asymmetry
as a whole. Quantities AQQ and ARP pass maximum in
modulus at the edges of the Q-branch for the two-photon
transition and vanish somewhere in the center. The picture is
different for the PR-channel. It follows from Eqn (8) and the
first formula in Eqn (9) that a change in J alters the sign of
both d20 and d10. Taking again formulas (4) and (5) for
orientation leads to the conclusion that APR amounts to a
maximum at frequency ~oir, near which d10 and d20 simulta-
neously change sign upon a change in J. The equality
B0ÿB2�2�B0ÿB1� and inequality jxj4B yield

~oir � n� B0 � B1

2B1
xÿ B0 ÿ B1

4B 2
1

x 2 : �10�

Dependence APR�oir� near the frequency ~oir can be
estimated analytically using formula (7) in the F015jd10j
approximation, i.e., assuming that single-photon resonance
for the overwhelming majority of states in sum (4) can be
considered in the framework of the perturbation theory.
Then, it follows that

r02 �
F01F12�d10d20 � F 2

01 ÿ F 2
12�

�d10d20 � F 2
01 ÿ F 2

12�2 � 4F 2
01F

2
12

; �11�

where we can put F01 � F12=
���
2
p � F (oscillator law), and

make use of formula (8) and the first formula in Eqn (9)
in the explicit form. It is convenient to introduce the
formally noninteger J0 value resonant in the transition
jv � 0i ! jv � 1i for a given frequency oir, replace summa-
tion in Eqn (6) by integration, and, since the main contribu-
tion to the integral comes from J, which satisfies inequality
jJÿJ0j5J0, ignore the J-dependence of population, linearize
expressions d10 and d20 with respect to JÿJ0, and extend
integration to infinite limits. Then, taking account of formula
(11) leads to the expression

APR � 1

6

pn�J0�F������������������������������������������������������������������
�B0 ÿ B1� J0

�
B0�J0 � 1� ÿ B1J0

�q U�e� ; �12�

where n�J0� is the relative population of states with J � J0 and
U�e� is the universal, normalized to unity at the maximum,
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Figure 5. (a) Theoretical signal amplitudes in three channels in the narrow

part of the CF3
81Br spectrum. (b) Respective signal intensity as the sum

squared of the amplitudes for all nine channels. Initial data are the same as

in figure (4a) comparing the results obtained by the theory and experi-

ment.
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function

U�e� � 3���
2
p
���e 2 � 1�2 � 8

�1=2 ÿ �e 2 � 1�
�e 2 � 1�2 � 8

�1=2

�13�

of the variable

e � ÿ x� 2B1J0
F

�
B0�J0 � 1� ÿ B1J0

2�B0 ÿ B1�J0

�1=2
; �14�

representing a contour with sharply (/ jejÿ3) falling wings
and the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) De � 3.

The above consideration explains the sharp peak in APR

amplitude (Fig. 5a) and, as a consequence, in signal intensity
(Fig. 5b) obtained by the exact calculation for the CF3

81Br
molecule. Both the maximum position at e � 0 or oir � ~oir

(which is practically the same) and the width of the contour
APR are in excellent agreement with the results of computa-
tions upon substituting spectroscopic constants and the value
of

���
3
p

F � dvibEir=�2�h� � 0:1 cmÿ1 into formulas (12)±(14).
Experimental confirmation of the effect were possible a

powerful enough laser with a continuously tunable the
radiation frequency would be available. In a special case of
CF3Br gas, a reliable resolution of lines corresponding to
isotopic species CF3

79Br (50.7%) and CF3
81Br (49.3%) could

be expected. Because the isotopic shift is small (0.24 cmÿ1),
conventional linear spectroscopy permits the Q-branches of
these two molecules to be resolved at very low rotational
temperatures; therefore, monoisotopic gases are usually
taken for spectroscopic studies (see, for instance, paper [20]).

2.3 Potential applications for diagnostics
of intramolecular vibration redistribution
The intramolecular vibration redistribution (IVR) is a
fundamental process taking place in an isolated polyatomic
molecule at a reasonably high vibrational energy. This region
of energies above a certain arbitrary boundaryEonset is related
to the phenomenon known as dynamic chaos, common for
systems with many degrees of freedom [21±27]. Important
characteristics of dynamic chaos include the rates of IVR
from different molecularmodes. They are determined by laser
methods of high spectral and temporal resolutions (see
Refs [28±30] for a review). Process (1) can, in principle, be
used in two variations: one with relatively long quasimono-
chromatic pulses, and the other with ultrashort pulses. Let us
consider possible options using the example8 analyzed in
Sections 2.2. and 2.3 as a basis for estimation.

(1) The resonance width in Fig. 5 is roughly 0.05 cmÿ1,
which is equivalent to 1010 sÿ1. However, it cannot be smaller
than the uniform width conditioned by the IVR effect, when
the v � 2 level lies higher than energyEonset. In other words, if
the time of intramolecular vibration redistribution from the
jv � 2i state is tIVR910 ps (as is actually the case for some
molecular modes [33, 34]), it could result in an appreciable
broadening of the resonance and consequently make possible
the measurement of tIVR.

(2) The width of the Q-branch of two-photon transitions
is roughly twice that of the Q-branch of a linear absorption,
which suggests the standard value on the order of 1±2 cmÿ1 at

room temperature (Fig. 4b). When tIVR91 ps, this time can,
in principle, be measured in a pump±probe type experiment
by exciting the jv � 2i state with a femtosecond IR laser pulse
in resonance with two-photon transition jv � 0i ! jv � 2i
and probing with a femtosecond optical laser pulse control-
lably delayed with respect to the pump pulse. The tIVR value is
then estimated from a decrease in intensity of directed
coherent radiation at frequencies osum � o20 � ovis. It
should be noted that a positive result can be obtained at
longer IVR time only by severely narrowing the Q-branch
with the aid of a cooled molecular beam, because the negative
factor is the dephasing of off-diagonal elements r02 of the
density matrix for states with different rotational quantum
numbers, so that the dephasing time is on the order of the
Q-branch inverse width.

(3) Process (1) can be applied to probe the population of
the jv � 1i state during IVR from this state. Such an
approach is, in principle, analogous to other approved
pump±probe methods for real time IVR studies in individual
molecules. Four such schemes are presented in Fig. 6a
(clockwise from the top left corner): (1) based on IR
absorption in the jv � 1i ! jv � 2i transition [35]; (2) based
on anti-Stokes RS in the jv � 1i ! jv � 0i transition [36±40];
(3) based on photoionization from the jv � 1i state [33,
41--43], and (4) based on induced bleaching in the
jv � 0i $ jv � 1i transition [34, 44±47]. A comparative
analysis of the advantages and disadvantages of these
approaches is presented in review [30]. It should be noted
that the most readily interpretable method based on the
employment of anti-Stokes RS has two drawbacks, namely
a weak signal and the impossibility of working in the
subpicosecond range due to strong background lumines-
cence caused by multiphoton processes. Therefore, it is
highly desirable to take advantage of a much intense
coherent process instead of RS. The scheme in Fig. 6b
explains how process (1) can be employed for this purpose.
It is assumed that the state jv � 1i of the high-frequencymode
is above energyEonset. The frequency of the probing IR laser is
tuned to the Q-branch of the two-photon transition
jv � 1i ! jv � 3i. The time of IVR from the state jv � 1i
will be estimated from the decay of coherent radiation at the
sum-frequency. Potential complication arises from the fact
that the IR laser spectrum can overlap the two-photon
transition jv � 0i ! jv � 2i. However, all other conditions
being equal, coherent radiation intensity with the initial state

8 To recall, the Eonset boundary in a CF3Br molecule is estimated

approximately at 7500 cmÿ1 [31, 32], which is much higher than the

energy of state jv � 2i of the n1 mode. Therefore, this is a purely speculative

example as far as IVR is concerned.
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jv � 1i normalized to the population squared is three times
more than with the initial state jv � 0i. Therefore, the ratio of
the useful signal to the background would be acceptable for
qualitative measurements, e.g., the 1:3 ratio is achieved upon
excitation of 25% of the molecules by the first laser pulse.

3. Two-photon spectroscopy
of Raman-active mode

Let us discuss Ref. [1], published in Physical Review Letters,
which encouraged us to write the present article. The study
subject was the CH4 molecule (methane). The classification
and vibrational frequencies of this molecule are presented in
Fig. 7. The totally symmetric mode n1 is active only with
respect to the RS process. Its spectrum can bemore effectively
investigated applying CARS (Fig. 1a) than the spontaneous
variant. For example, Ref. [49] reported measurements of the
high-resolution spectrum of the n1 mode Q-branch in a
molecular beam cooled to 31.5 K. The authors of Ref. [1]
proposed a variant of four-wave mixing with a novelty
element as regards CARS, consisting in the fact that
coherence in transition jgi $ jv1 � 1i is produced by a single
IR-laser, the double frequency of which is close to n1, rather
than by two visible-light lasers with the frequency difference
tuned in the vicinity of n1. It is a seemingly insignificant
distinction, but the two-photon transition involves here the
intermediate level (Fig. 2b), namely, the first excited state of
the IR-active mode n4. The authors of Ref. [1] argued that the

relative proximity of this state to frequency oir must enhance
the efficiency of the process over that of CARS and markedly
suppress the nonresonant background (the explanation in this
case is analogous to that in Section 2).

The result of the experiment is presented in Fig. 8. The
frequency of the IR-laser was tuned within the range
Doir � 100 cmÿ1. The peaks at frequencies of 1457 cmÿ1

and 1509 cmÿ1 corresponded to two-photon resonances in
transitions jgi ! jv1 � 1i and jgi ! jv3 � 1i, respectively.
The nonresonant background was actually suppressed. Also,
good agreement between theory and experiment was
achieved. As far as higher efficiency than that of CARS is
concerned, the authors claimed only that at the maximum
laser pulse energy the sum-frequency signal (1) was 500 times
stronger than the spontaneous RS signal, but any comparison
with CARS was not presented. The latter is surprising, since
separate lines of the Q-branch in the n1 band have been
resolved in an earlier study [49] with the aid of a continuous
Ar�-laser and a tunable dye laser pumped by it.

For completeness, let us compare technical details of
experiments [1] and [12]. Parameters of the laser pulses used
in both papers are presented in Table 2. Despite their different
lengths in the two experiments, `rough' spectral features are
virtually identical; specifically, the signal is highly sensitive to
the tuning to the Q-branch of the two-photon transition.

It should also be noted that the efficiencies of the two
schemes are not principally different. Indeed, both include a
single weak transition (see the last line in Table 2): the
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degenerate n2 of E symmetry, and triply degenerate n3 and n4 of F2

symmetry. Two modes are active only in RS, and two others in both

IR-absorption and RS.

Table 2. Comparison of selected characteristics of experiments [1] and [12] on the generation of sum frequency osum � 2oir � ovis.

Characteristic Experiment [1] Experiment [12]

IR-laser
Pulse energy and duration

Line width

Optical parametric oscillator*
6 mJ, 30 ps

Not speciéed***

CO2-laser
Maximum energy**91 J, 80 ë 300 ns

0.03 cmÿ1

Visible-range laser
Pulse energy and duration

Nd:YAG, 2nd harmonic (532 nm)
330 mJ, 30 ps

Nd:YAG, 2nd harmonic (532 nm)
40 mJ, 10 ns

`Weak' transition jv4 � 1i ! jv1 � 1i,
IR difference band

jv � 2i ! jv � 0i,
overtone RS transition

* Focusing was used, but energy êuence not speciéed.
** Energy êuences of 30ë50 mJ cmÿ2 were actually used.

*** Judging by the size of experimental points, the line width was � 1 cmÿ1.
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difference IR band for the scheme in Fig. 2b and the overtone
RS band for that in Fig. 2a, but the relative weakness of these
two transitions within the framework of the Born±Oppenhei-
mer approximation [50] is identical.

From the point of view of potential applications, weak-
ness of the scheme oriented to `accidental' intermediate
resonance (Fig. 2b) comes from its nonuniversality. Another
drawback is that this scheme is hardly suitable for observing
the narrow resonance predicted theoretically in Section 2.2,
because it is unlikely that intermediate quasiresonance would
fall within an absorption band. Thus, in the case of the
methane molecule the frequency of the IR-active mode n4
(see Fig. 7) differs by ÿ151 cmÿ1 from the half-frequency of
n1 and by ÿ203 cmÿ1 from the half-frequency of n3, whereas
the half-width of the band at the baseline toward the shorter
wavelengths is only 70 cmÿ1 (Fig. 9).

At the same time, there is an important advantage: the
possibility of two-photon spectroscopy of the RS-active
mode in a molecule with a center of symmetry for which
IR-transitions are forbidden. This potentiality may be of
special importance for measuring the IVR rate from excited
states of RS-active modes. The actual examples are the
molecules as exemplified by C6H6, W�CO�6, and Cr�CO�6
molecules, for which the IVR process from IR-active modes
was studied in Refs [51, 52], [44, 45], and [34], respectively.
Essentially the samemethodsas those considered inSection2.3
are applied to studying IVR from RS-active modes.

4. Conclusions

We explored two publications to demonstrate a broad
potential applications of nonlinear coherent spectroscopy,
making possible much more selective identification of
molecules than linear spectroscopic techniques due to the
extremely high sensitivity of signal intensity to the tuning of
an IR-laser to the Q-branch of the two-photon transition.
Reference [12] was the first systematic study of this resonance
property of certain spherical and symmetrical top molecules.
A new result for such molecules (and also for spherical tops)
has recently been reported in paper [1]. The authors of this
work concluded their paper by the assertion that possible
useful applications of the method in question include
``molecular gas detection in environmental applications as
well as chemical-specific imaging in microscope.'' We would

like to emphasize in more details the physical applications,
such as providing molecules with ultranarrow reference lines
(see Section 2.2) and the potentialities for studies of
the intramolecular vibration redistribution process (see
Section 2.3).

Spectroscopic capabilities of the method can be expanded
by utilizing two IR-laser frequencies. In this case a narrow
resonance with a width of order dvibEir=�2�h� will be observed
naturally upon frequency tuning to Q-lines of one-photon
transitions 0 ë 1 and 1 ë 2 corresponding to the same J.
Another interesting option of sum-frequency osum � omw�
oir � ovis generation is that in which a microwave, purely
rotational, transition with a given J takes place at the érst
step. However, the use of such `three-frequency' schemesì
much more complicated than `two-frequency' schemesì is
justiéed only by a speciéc character of a problem, e.g., when
rotational state selectivity is needed.

In our opinion, the most substantial circumstance
responsible for the more than 30-year delay in implementing
the method in coherent laser molecular spectroscopy was the
absence of powerful enough narrow-linewidth IR-lasers that,
in addition, are continuously turnable and frequency stable.
The high-pressure CO2-laser, which was created in the 1970s
[53±55], proved highly `capricious', even as a prototype
instrument. We are unaware of its application for spectro-
scopic measurements in any laboratory in this or other
countries. Meanwhile, such a laser combining high power
and narrow linewidth would be an ideal device for spectro-
scopy in the 9±11-mm wavelength range. Optical parametric
oscillators, such as the one employed in Ref. [1], have actually
no alternative to date.9 The efforts of scientists must be
directed first and foremost toward considerably narrowing
the linewidth to enable the observation of ultranarrow
resonances (see Fig. 5) conditioned by the simultaneous
contribution from many rotational states. It should be noted
that laser intensity is also important for the manifestation of
accidental two-photon resonances at individual vibrational±
rotational two-photon transitions only as minor occasional
fluctuations.10 It was mentioned in the foregoing that this
effect can be observed with the use of a continuously tunable
IR-laser. The presence of narrow resonance is of consequence
for those applications of molecular spectroscopy that require
resolution of the spectra of mixture components with over-
lapping IR-absorption bands or overlapping bands differing
in the initial vibrational states of a molecule (this problem
arises in the study of nonstationary vibrational dynamics of
molecules, e.g., in the case of cooling in supersonic jets or
multiphoton excitation of molecules by IR-laser radiation).

The results available thus far are largely related to
spherical tops and parallel bands of symmetrical top
molecules. The sole exception is the BCl3 molecule, for
which the perpendicular band (the two-fold degenerate n3
mode) was examined [12]. In this case, a strongly distin-
guished signal was registered on three adjacent lines of the
CO2-laser. Without detailed calculations, it is difficult to say
whether there is here a well-defined resonant structure.
Therefore, it can be predicted that calculations of the effects
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Figure 9. Transmission spectrum of CH4 molecule at room temperature

and 150 mm Hg in a mixture with nitrogen at 450 mm Hg. Resolution is

4 cmÿ1. (SourceÐNIST ChemistryWebBook, https://webbook.nist.gov/

chemistry.)

9 It can be expected that quantum cascade lasers will provide one more

adequate (in terms of parameters) tool in the near future (see paper [56]).
10 The rapidly developing technique based on optical parametric amplifi-

cation of powerful laser systems producing ultrashort pulses in the mid-

infrared range will possibly greatly contribute to the solution of the

problems at hand (see review [57]).
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of sum-frequency generation with intermediate two-photon
resonance for perpendicular bands of symmetric tops and
different bands of asymmetric tops based on precision
determination of spectroscopic constants would be highly
opportune.
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